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Logistics

All attendees
have all been
placed on mute

To submit a
question, please
use the Zoom
Q&A function at
the bottom of
the screen

If you
experience any
technical issues,
please send a
Zoom Chat to
the host of this
meeting
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Today’s program
is being
recorded and
will be available
in the ACC
Houston
webinar library
later this week

Air & Climate Change
Laura LaValle
llavalle@bdlaw.com

Air & Climate Change Forecast
Biden Administration
Actions

Climate Change
Federal Clean Air Act

Texas/Federal
Relationship

TCEQ
Attorney General

Industry Takeaways
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Climate Change
Top Biden Administration Priority
Paris Agreement
Biden Plan
•
•

Components
Potential Vehicles for Action
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Federal Clean Air Act
•

Pending Litigation

•

Administrative Rules
− Proposed or Recently Promulgated
− New Proposals

•

Trump EPA–Interpretation Memos

•

Permitting
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Texas/Federal Relationship
A Different
Kind of
Climate
Change

TCEQ
Regulatory
Approach

Texas
Attorney
General
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Air
Permitting
War Story

Texas Air & Climate Change
Forecast Takeaways
With significant change expected but details unknown, stay
tuned and informed
With Texas likely to be affected as much if not more than
other states, anticipate and brace for change
With potential of increased EPA and TCEQ rulemaking and
litigation, look for opportunities to engage early and
strategically
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Waste & Water
Bryan Moore

bmoore@bdlaw.com
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WASTE
•

Hazardous Waste/RCRA Subtitle C

•

Coal Combustion Residuals/RCRA
Subtitle D

•

CERCLA

WATER
•

Water Quality Certifications/CWA
§ 401

•

NPDES Permit Program/CWA § 402

•

Wetlands/CWA § 404

•

Safe Drinking Water Act
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Hazardous Waste/RCRA Subtitle C
Enforcement:
Enforcement

Rulemaking:
Rulemaking

PFAS PFAS
Chemicals:
Chemicals

• Uptick in Subtitle C
enforcement consistent with
general expectation that
Biden EPA/DOJ will be more
aggressive on enforcement
overall

• Few hazardous waste
rulemakings in the pre-rule
and proposal stages to
transition to Biden EPA

• Trump EPA petitioned to
regulate PFAS as hazardous
waste; outside efforts
expected to increase with
Biden EPA

• Continued aggressive
enforcement of RCRA
Organic Air Emission
Standards

• Biden EPA not expected to
revisit Trump-era hazardous
waste rulemakings
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• Full Subtitle C regulation of
PFAS unlikely, but could see
a CCR-like Subtitle D
approach as part of a
multimedia regulatory
initiative

Coal Combustion Residuals/
RCRA Subtitle D
Rulemaking

State
Programs

• Biden EPA will take over a pre-rule initiative for legacy
CCR impoundments and may inherit proposed rule for
federal CCR program and certain CCR rule revisions in
the final stages
• Rollbacks of Trump-era CCR rulemakings possible
• Trump EPA approved two state CCR programs;
approval of Texas partial CCR state permit program
proposed
• Biden EPA certain to receive additional state CCR
program applications; EPA review and approval
process may be more stringent
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CERCLA

QUESTIONS

EXPECTATIONS

Biden Administration expected to:
• Press Congress for larger annual appropriations
• Place greater emphasis on environmental justice and community involvement
at Superfund sites
• Increase consideration of climate change issues in selection and
implementation of remedies
• Continue/further efforts to propose PFAS (PFOA and PFOS) for listing as
hazardous substances
Will Biden Administration . . .
• Push for re-instituting Superfund taxes?
• Act on Superfund Task Force Report recommendations?
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Water Quality Certifications/CWA § 401
Expect stay of litigation over Trump-era rule limiting state action on water quality certifications
and reassessment of how to address unreasonable use of certifications to stop/delay projects

NPDES Permit Program/CWA § 402
County of Maui: Expect EPA’s Dec. 8, 2020 draft guidance on applying Supreme Court’s
decision to be rescinded and replaced
Plastics:
• Expect Biden Administration to insert a federal enforcement role (under narrative water
quality standards) in plastics debate ongoing in CWA citizen suits, state toxic tort and false
advertising lawsuits, and state legislatures
• Biden EPA likely to take close look at pending petition seeking new/expanded CWA treatment
standards for organic chemicals and plastics sectors
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Wetlands/CWA § 404
WOTUS: Expect Biden Administration evaluate regulatory options and litigation position in
pending challenges to Navigable Waters Protection Rule; likely to seek stay of litigation
Enforcement: Expect CWA § 404 enforcement to increase under Biden Administration
(consistent with expectation of increased civil and criminal CWA enforcement overall)

Safe Drinking Water Act
Lead & Copper: Biden EPA expected to proceed with lead and copper rulemaking and
accelerate process to test for and address lead in drinking water
PFAS: Biden Administration likely to engage more vigorously to set enforceable limits, increase
funding support for drinking water testing, prioritize substitutes through procurement, and
accelerate toxicity studies and research
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Enforcement
Waste
& Water

Madeleine
Boyer
Bryan Moore,
bmoore@bdlaw.com
mboyer@bdlaw.com
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Enforcement
•

Reinvigorated EPA

•

Biden likely to move quickly, experienced transition team
People
•
•
•
•
•

More enforcement staff
Restoration of cuts to EPA staff
Increased EPA staff to develop
cases for DOJ (?)
Return of DOJ Detail
New DOJ–EJ and Climate
Change(?)

Politics
•
•
•
•
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Tone and priorities–OECA and
Region 6 Administrator
Less deference to state
enforcement
More potential for partnership
with TCEQ, also, local
governments
Potential for political friction
among leadership

Enforcement
More Cases; Harder
Cases
• Focus on outcomes




Enforcement Initiatives
& Priorities
• Environmental Justice

Not just what can prove,
what can get

• Climate Change

Higher penalties, less AOC

• Specific Pollutants

• More pressure to refer cases
to DOJ (bigger cases, bigger
outcomes)

• Risk Management
• Other?

• More criminal cases
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Rulemaking by
Enforcement
• What cannot get by
rulemaking, make seek
through enforcement
settlements
• SEPs (?)

Litigation Outlook
Bina Reddy

breddy@bdlaw.com

Litigation Outlook
Trump’s lasting impact on federal
judiciary
• ~ 1 in 4 federal judges Trump
appointees; 6 to 3 conservative
majority in Supreme Court
− Shrinking of Chevron deference
◦ Skepticism regarding statutory
basis to regulate climate change?

− Raising bar for Article III standing
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Litigation Outlook
Private
enforcement

Federal
enforcement

State enforcement
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Litigation Outlook
ENGOs and citizen suits
• ENGO funding likely to fall after
historic increase post 2016 election
of Trump
• Stated goal to “undo the damage”
of the last four years
• Continued high emphasis on
environmental justice
− Fenceline monitoring data  more
citizen suits, and potential nuisance
actions
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This presentation is not intended as, nor is it a substitute for, legal advice. You should consult
with legal counsel for advice specific to your circumstances. This presentation may be
considered lawyer advertising under applicable laws regarding electronic communications.

